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Asset Assist

A more efficient way
to manage your waste
management equipment

The added value
management tool

Asset Assist is an innovative equipment management tool that represents
a step change in the way you access, manage and organise your waste
management equipment (SMR) service, maintenance and repair activities.

At Equipserv, efficient, timely management of equipment for
increased productivity and reduced cost is central to our service.

As part of our Maintenance Management System we are now able to offer on-line
access to customer specific historic maintenance and financial data for all Waste
Management Equipment under a Service, Maintenance and Repair contract in a
format which will allow users to analyse the data to monitor and make efficiency
improvement within the specific area of Asset Management. This will allow you to
benchmark all your SMR activity and identify areas of under performance and focus
on areas for improvement to drive operational excellence.
As an innovator in
providing Maintenance
Solutions & Services to
the waste management
sector for almost 40
years, Equipserv is
perfectly positioned
to extend its expertise
into the field of data
management to help its
customer to make more
informed decisions based
on a standardised suite of
Management Information,
which can be accessed
on-line.

Reliable Information is
essential to any business
and with the introduction
of Asset Assist, Equipserv
can now provide you
with the opportunity of
viewing and accessing
a suite of Industry
standard data which
will allow your business
to monitor, track and
analyse key operational/
financial indicators for all
equipment under a SMR
contract to maximise
operational efficiencies.

Asset Assist is an
on-line management
tool that will allow your
business to access asset
information for all your
equipment irrespective
of its location through
a single easy to access
interface on your PC.

For that reason,
Asset Assist can be
offered as an extra in
all our maintenance
contract agreements.
This new addition to our
service provides you with
the tools you need to
monitor, and manage SMR
minimum cost.
Asset Assist’s online
application is easy and
intuitive, reducing the
time you need to access
data and returning results,
comparative figures,
historical data and much
much, more in a matter of
seconds.

As a result, our teams
have more time to focus
on their key roles within
your business.

A complete solution
Bring together your entire
Asset register of waste
management equipment
– regardless of your
provider.

Manage your SMR costs
Track key financial
information including
invoices, emergency call
out costs and credit notes.

Asset Performance
Keep on top of the
performance of your assets
with a comprehensive suite
of industry standard KPIs,
which allow you to monitor
equipment utilisation and
cost.

Total Support
Access all paperwork
through the Asset Assist
dashboard including
service agreements,
condition appraisal forms
and invoice templates.
Our back office team
will also be on hand for any
help with queries
or administrative tasks.

Key Features
•

Instant  access to maintenance history
including;

•

Full Asset equipment register
and locations

- Maintenance Schedules

•

Invoices and credit notes

•

Industry Standard KPIs

•

Multiple user log in

- Online Jobs Requests
- Jobs/Work Pending
- Maintenance History
- Maintenance Documentation

